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tugu ku ugut
buang kan bunga
jatuh dan tujah
raga dan gara
masa yang sama
tegak akan kaget
darat yang datar
marak merakam
karut tukar
matikan hitam
hantu dan tuhan
harap dan parah
amal di alam
rakus merasuk
Ajim Juxta 2018

Patung-patung
2017
Ink on paper
10cm x 14.8cm
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Gelap
Kelam
Harap
2018
mixed media on canvas
122cm x 122cm
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Datar
2018
Acrylic on bricks
Variable
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In conversation:
Ajim Juxta & Shamin
Sahrum (SAM)
Edited by Sharmin Parameswaran
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Something struck a chord with me when I saw Ajim’s works during
his Ragamasa show, a recollection of works done during his residency
in London.
The main work, highlighted as the poster image, was a small piece
approximately 30cm x 30cm. A white jagged piece of composition in
the middle of vast blackness; made out of heavyweight stock paper,
the frayed edges of torn-off paper forming an illusion of a volumetric
object floating in space.
I had the chance of slipping Ajim a question on how that particular
piece come about. His answer related to a visit to the British Museum,
and being fascinated with the fragments of monuments on display;
a questioning of our past forming in his subconscious. Through
conversations, it dawned on me that Ajim’s art is a continuous narrative
of self, and a constant invitation for us to engage into his world. He offers
to share fragments of being, in hope that we connect and call our own;
in return for fragments of us.
The conversations transcribed below, unveils only a tip of Ajim’s
thoughts, drives and motivation, hopes and and non-hopes.
Sam: Before TUGU|UGUT was Ragamasa and Arkologi Gelap. Are
these exhibitions directly connected?
Ajim: For Ragamasa, the works on display was whatever I had
produced at the ACME open studio last year (2017) in November.
Arkologi Gelap soon followed as I further explored and expanded on
what I had done during my stay in the UK. In a way I took these shows as
slots for me to experiment, conceptually with sketches, drawings, black
paintings, even sizes, inevitably leading to TUGU|UGUT.
Sam: What does ‘Ragamasa’ mean?
Ajim: ‘Raga’ means ‘your being’, while ‘Ragam’ means ‘your doing’.
So you being, and you doing occurs over the same time (masa). It’s not
just about what you are inside or outside, but also how you are ‘being’
to utilize your time.
TUGU|UGUT, touches and critiques a lot on human development
and behaviours. It comes back to me, and how I choose to internalise,
perceive, interpret and project me back out.
Sam: I see your works are now becoming more dimensional physically,
does this relate back to your experience in London?
Ajim: Yes. When I started my ‘Tugu’ series, ‘Ugut’ did not exist. At
the British Museum, I was really impressed by the ancient civilisations
display. Witnessing people line up like crazy to take photos with the
Rosetta Stone. People can only see traces of past monuments, tombs et
cetera. All these monuments are reminders of built civilizations, so-called
development before it inevitably crumbles. We never seem to learn from
our mistakes, instead we just keep repeating the same mistakes.
I was also fascinated with the displays at the V&A Museum. The
use of scale and quantity of objects as curation tools. It made me ask,
how and why people collect all this stuff to try and tell the world of our
9

(humankind) achievements.
When I viewed these Museums or things on TV, you just can’t have
a sense of the scale. Once you are there, you’re like ‘Woah!’, now you
feel it. At that time, I did think of wanting to transfer that feeling back
into my work.
With TUGU|UGUT, it takes conviction to decide on doing this show.
Not to mention resources both physically and financially.
Sam: So how may works in total for TUGU|UGUT?
Ajim: I’m looking at about 50 artworks on walls, ranging from
drawings to paintings; various bodies of relatable work. Also artworks
comprising of text and sculptures. I use myself as a reference point, but
also try to disappear into the background and let the audience decide
on how and what it is they would read.
Sam: I know that you are a lyricist for songs as well. Does your
writings creep into TUGU|UGUT too?
Ajim: Yes, some works are related to the usage or interpretations
of anagrams.
I liken anagrams to abstract art. When it comes to abstract paintings,
how do people enjoy the work without an understanding of context? Or,
should the understanding depend on a breadth of personal experiences,
relations and perceptions? Or, it’s either you get it or you don’t. For
example, some might recognize forms or colors, but if there is nothing
in your mind or heart that you can relate to, then you might walk away
getting nothing in return.
Anagrams as word play has been used since the time of ancient
Greece, usually in the form of pseudonyms or puzzles. The Malay
language uses Roman alphabets, and applying anagrams to our own
language just made sense to me. Eventually I found out that I could
create visuals by just combining different kind of anagrams.
After I went for a Duchamp show in the UK, I began to understand
how one can convey the idea of everyday objects and dissect its function,
both metaphorically and physically. I then applied this back to my usage
of anagrams. An example would be the Khazanah installation, where the
bottles have the word Botol and then Bolot on them. These bottles, a
testament of how we collect, consume, and store, or how we essentially
spend our time; leftovers of our efforts.
Sam: When did you actively start to use anagrams in relation to
your artworks?
Ajim: Since I’ve been drawing or jotting down lyrics in sketchbooks.
I can start with a drawing, then write down a single word, or I write
something, and then draw a visual that relates. Depending if I see any
new relations between the image and the word, I might then redraw or
rewrite, further exploring relationships between the image and the word.
In these sketchbooks, I do feel like I’m having fun with my art because
there are no expectations. No pressure to produce, to impress others. It can
be ugly, or it can be nice. It can look meaningless, but mean a world to me.
Art is an in-between, of two extremes. Both a mystery, and also defining.
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Sam: Among the art works in TUGU|UGUT, is there a seminal piece?
Ajim: I would say the small drawings on postcards. That’s how it
all starts, later distilled and processed until it becomes paintings. Yes,
a painting can be more impressive, but for me the drawings are the
important aspects.
Sam: The purest of concepts. Are the collaborative works seminal
pieces?
Ajim: Yes as well. At this stage, I find it more interesting when
working with others. In collaboration, it is either you are dominant, or
the one submitting to another collaborator. I don’t see the possibility of a
50-50 ratio when it comes to collaborations. There is no way to calculate
equal effort, but you try to find a balance. For this show, when I try to
apply ‘balance’, the other guys might say “Eh, this is your exhibition”,
putting themselves at within a rank. These kind of conversations get me
excited. It’s now not only about the drawings or the paintings anymore.
Sam: For a solo show, what made you decide to include
collaborations?
Ajim: Well, I just thought to push the idea of a solo showcase or
exhibition, as these shows are not only about you. An artist works with
curators, writers, designers, galleries, funders, venues to produce a
good show, centering around the artist as a subject and the show as
the medium. By inviting artistic collaborations, we then introduce a vital
aspect to creating differential conversations and bodies of work.
For example, I’m talking to you, a writer, and I’m in an artistic
collaboration with Sliz. Our conversations have started way before the
actual work. We bounce thoughts personal experiences, concepts, and
medium. With Sliz, he has revisited his older works which use concrete
as a medium for this collaboration.
Currently I am at the center of this orbit, but on a different day,
someone else will become the center, and I would gladly be a part of it.
Sam: So it’s like a domino effect. Was there a point of time where
you felt overwhelmed in preparing for this show?
Ajim: When it comes to my art, I can say I’m pretty much in control.
But I’m not good at the other things, so I work with others who can help
and develop relationships which are complimentary both ways. Artists
need to believe in what they do, and have the conviction. Personally, I
think that a lot of new artists are uncertain of their voice, afraid, which
ends up limiting exploration.
Sam: Do you think an artist’s ‘uncertainty’ is related to his/her state
of security in the art market?
Ajim: A positioning ‘new artist’, or ‘sellable artist’ et cetera, will
definitely have an effect on your work. These positions are further fine
tuned categorically by the art market and galleries. Where possible, I try
to detach myself, to not have an idea of creating works solely for selling.
If we begin our art by thinking about sales, we are already working
towards answering “If we did this, can it sell?”. The mental parameters
already set.
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We do live in a time where creative creation requires capitalism.
We try to learn what we can from the situation, exploring ways to
reformularise passion and money into a progressive and beneficial career.
This exhibition is an accumulation of ideas from the last 4-5 years.
Sam: Does your background in architecture have anything to do with
why you chose to show in the PAM building?
Ajim: No, it was chosen primarily based on the space, and my current
body of works. Sharmin sees it as an expansion of my narrative, the
architecture of monuments and the consequence that threatens.
Also given the scale of the PAM building, it allows me to experiment
with producing works for an institution setting, perhaps before I’m able
to apply to a show like Art Basel. I’m also thinking of bringing this show
to other locations in the near future, challenging the notion of one show.
How does an exhibition evolve, as I evolve from it?
Sam: So there are dialogues happening between paintings, objects
and space?
Ajim: I conceptualise all the elements of TUGU|UGUT as one.
Placement and lay-out of my artworks are done in conversation with
Sharmin, her thoughts and views in having known and worked with me.
We tell a story with each level, ending it with the Batu Nisan installation.
Sam: A Batu Nisan (tombstone) installation ?
Ajim: Yes, at the end there are tombstones. Our final monuments
erected, but not by us. For example when your cat dies, and you
choose to bury it with a stone on top of the burial; a marker, a reminder.
Sometimes there are no markers. It all relates to the act of remembrance,
or being remembered.
Sam: What about these jars over here? (pointing to a collection of
jars, each with collated bits and bobs inside)
Ajim: Each jar is an individual work, done in collaboration with the
people around me. As mentioned, I stumbled upon the anagram of
Botol - Bolot. Loosely meaning hoarders that collect and display their
hoard. I think this one of our flaws as humans. We create or collect our
testaments to effort, be it good or bad.
Sam: TUGU|UGUT is an accumulation of experiences, ideas, and
things explored. Are there other aspects or areas that you would have
liked to explore, but were not able to for this exhibition?
Ajim: I actually have an answer for that. Audio, specifically sound
or audio art, and how to best represent it. While in London I recorded
the sounds of various locations, but I could not see how to implement
audio art in the PAM building. Adding to this, the sound collaborators
who are my brothers, are also busy on their own projects. They have
the technical on the audio aspect. So at current, exploring sound art is
not yet viable, but I can always keep this for later. Maybe I would need
a performance venue to do it.
Sam: I’m also interested in the music-lyricist side of you...
I write lyrics for bands. That band then interprets my lyrics by
screaming it out from start till end. It doesn’t seem to make sense when
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you hear it, but they project and translate a mood. They’ve turned my
precise lyrics (language) to an abstract language.
I wrote a few songs for Sekumpulan Orang Gila (SOG), my younger
brother’s band. I get to witness thousands of people singing-along,
memorizing what I had wrote. Most times, I don’t even remember the
lyrics, but the crowd is screaming out these lyric, perhaps not even
understanding what I had meant. The point is, they interpret and
understand it differently; a democratisation of art. Whatever an artist
wants to say and subsequently produce, it is for the next person to reexpresses it. To me, that’s the reason why we show art. An exhibition,
just a parameter or a a guide.
Sam: Final question, what has most affected you since coming back
from London?
Ajim: I think it’s realizing that an artist has the capability to do so
much. You should not have to die for what you say to matter. Also, I think
it is vital that any artist who accepts the opportunities of a residency to
return to Malaysia and give back. For me, TUGU|UGUT is this extension.
A collaborative show to include, and to expand.

Conversation took place at
Studio Antologi, 5-2, Jalan 67/26,
Taman Sri Rampai, Kuala Lumpur.
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Tegak
2018
Acrylic on cement plaster
and bricks
Variable
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Tegak-tegak
2017
Ink on paper
10.5cm x 14.8cm
Tugu & Cerombong
2017
Ink on paper
10.5cm x 14.8cm
Cerombong
2017
Ink on paper
10.5cm x 14.8cm
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Kotak

By Afi Noor
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Kadangkala kota kita
Menjana kuasa
yang hidup dalam rintangan
yang berliar dalam kawasan
Semua dijadikan pendeta
Berpusu-pusu mencari
pedoman
aman adalah nama
yang diberi
tetapi dimana
boleh dicari
Selain daripada
Dalam otak
segala tugu yang dicipta
dirobek masa
dicarik-carik mata
akhirnya kita selang-seli
masuk membeli
keluar menjadi
sama sahaja
kita lahir untuk
mencakar langit
dari dalam tanah kita bangkit untuk
mengetahui cara
untuk rebah
Langkah kita ke depan
Dan ke belakang
Hanya melukiskan satu kotak
Yang memberontak
Arah kehidupan
Yang benar
Kadangkala kita rasa
tergugat dengan
kota kita
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kita semua
berangan menjadi tuhan
tetapi masih
berperangaikan hantu
yang tidak mahu
Mengenali ciptaan kita
yang disembah
Juga ciptaan
Yang mudah rebah
Akhirnya semua nama
Yang dikutip dalam kocek
Sepanjang lautan hidup
Melantun keluar
Meninggalkan badan
Bagaikan batu
Kembali ke tanah
Bagaikan batu
ditelan tanah

Ngolot
2017
Ink on paper
10.5cm x 14.8cm
Rakyat, Raja
2017
Ink on paper
10.5cm x 14.8cm
The Fox, The Homeless
2017
Ink on paper
14.8cm x 29cm
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After the
Myth

By Afi Noor

22

All bodies expire like cities.
Tombstones are the only way
we can say that - that is who I am mortal. I drive by my father’s grave
trying to understand if I can replicate
his fame. Rich, successful, lived.
A history resisting erasure.
A history unrepeated.
I do this while I am on my way
to fit into another scaffolding of
ideas. Slowly, I allow the world to
remove myself
from myself. In return I offer nothing
but an act of longing.
If only we can be more than
a white stone growing from our
heads - have a script that can be
played
in voices that are not ours.
The sky scrapers have left me amazed too long -
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the roads are no longer kind, the traffic has
caught us dead in our boredom.
How hard it is for us to reach our destination
when we prefer to make labyrinths
out of our egos? They never last long anyway.
We are all Alice: forever inventing wonder
from our daily slumber. Forever we dig
what was drawn out from the past
and kept running away from what
we have created. We make to convince
our hands can do good, but we also
turn a blind eye when we destroy.
We plant our bodies again and
Again, only to turn into cold statues.
We plant words in our lives
Again and again, only to dream
Of blooming like bougainvilleas.
But our stone can only reflect one word At the hands of others, we are reduced.
And this is what creation is all about.
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Asas untuk Tugu
2016-2018
Acrylic on wood block
45cm x 15cm
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Worship
Ink on paper
14.8cm x 29cm
Do Not Feed
2017
Ink on paper
14.8cm x 29cm
Hunger Strike
2017
Ink on paper
14.8cm x 29cm
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Absorbed Enough? London
2017
Ink on paper
10cm x 29.5cm
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Warton House, London
2017
Mixed media on canvas
20cm x 20cm
Whitechapel, London
2017
Mixed media on canvas
20cm x 20cm
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Forest Gate, London
2017
Acrylic on canvas
30cm x 26cm

Ragamasa: Lapis
2018
Mixed media on canvas
91.5cm x 137cm
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I - IV
Khazanah Siapa?
2018
Found objects in glass bottles
and jars
Variable

I

II

III

IV
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Tugu: Kubu
2018
Acrylic on canvas
152.5cm x 152.5cm

Tugu: Menara
2018
Acrylic on canvas
122cm x 40.5cm

Tugu: Sejuk
2018
Mixed media on canvas
30cm x 23cm
Tugu: Luruh
2017
Mixed media on canvas
30cm x 26cm
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33

I

II

III

I
Cerombong Hijau
2017
Mixed media on canvas
20cm x 15 cm
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II
Rangka Malam
2017
Mixed media on canvas
20cm x 15 cm

III
Bucu Gerbang
2017
Mixed media on canvas
20cm x 15 cm

Hectic Rat –
Itch React –
Trace Itch

By Xeem Noor

Context
This story is based on an ethnographic research conducted in Kuala Lumpur from March
2015-March 2016. Participants of the research was invited to walk in the city and their sensorial
experiences were recorded by the researcher. To protect the identity of participants in this research
project as well as to present the findings in a more approachable and non-academic form, two
fictional characters—The Architect and The Citizen—are created to embody the various sensorial
experiences of this multi-participant project.
The characters are fictional but the experiences are true and the city exists.

Prologue: Architect & Citizen
He is an architect in the city. At the start of
the walk, The Architect is excited for an adventure. He checks the map before stepping out
of his fully air-conditioned office in one of the
tall buildings at the city centre. It seems like a
long journey but he imagines the city sprawling
beautifully as if in beautiful photographs and
drawings ready to greet his happy feet.
The Architect knows his city. He works
here. He designs here. He can point to you in
the map where his buildings are.

The Citizen used to live in the city when
she was younger, before her family moved to
the suburbs because their neighbourhood was
turned into pubs and restaurants for the expats.
She works in the city. She commutes via public
transport. Walking in the city today doesn’t seem
like a safe option, she notes, but she is curious.
The Citizen remembers her city. She grew
up here. She has stories to tell. At every corner
that she has been to in the city, she can recall a
moment in the past that is more solid to her than
the ever-changing concrete jungle.

Hectic Rat: Business District
The Architect walks down the business

district as if admiring artworks in a gallery or
museum. His steps are leisurely, contrasting to
the hectic pace of the other people around him.
He glances at faraway buildings. He can recall
who the designers are, what news or rumours
surround that architectural firm.
The Architect looks at the trees, the buildings, the roads and sees a cross-sectional drawing. He looks at the clusters of tall buildings and
sees a master plan drawing. He looks at the
building facades and sees a perspective drawing
devoid of adjacent buildings. He wishes there
are less people obscuring his view of buildings,
these “lateral disturbances”.
The Architect smiles as he speaks fondly
of his noble profession, gestures around like a
proud collector in his art gallery.
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The Citizen walks briskly down the narrow

pavements, stepping into the same quick pace of
the people around her. She can feel the buildings
around her looming tall while cars rush down nearby
like an unforgiving river of metal. She finds herself
in a river of walkers, preferring to look ahead as she
swims down the path, dexterously avoiding collision
with other bodies.
The Citizen glances furtively at the buildings
and find new ones that she doesn’t recognise. How
quickly the city changes. She suddenly feels like a
stranger to her own city and around her are more
strangers, as quick to change as the city towards
her. She clutches her bag closely and guarded herself
against the mass as she blends herself into the crowd.
She is a stranger to those around her but they share
the same expressions, same energy, same speed.
The Citizen frowns and the city groans underneath the hectic race of the throbbing mass of
moving bodies.

Itch React: In Between Zones
The scenery changes after crossing a big
road. The Architect feels unfamiliar. He can no
longer find new buildings created by him and
his peers. His pace slows down and he’s now
looking at his immediate surroundings. He is disturbed; there are no known landmarks here and,
although he has driven down this road before, he
can’t recall any of the buildings he is seeing now.
The Architect sees abandoned buildings
and he feels a mixture of fascination and fear.
He is fascinated by “ruins”, having a romantic
idea of archaeological signs of greatness in fallen
structures. He is afraid of decay, of forgotten
spaces, of the fragility of what he can create and
of being reminded that, like him, his creations
are impermanent.
The Architect is disturbed. He feels small.

The Citizen crosses the big road and into a
part of the city she is unfamiliar with. She looks
around in wonder. She is suddenly curious about
the city. When before this the changes in the
city makes her feel rushed and closed in, this
part seemed to exist in a forgotten bubble. She
begins to feel a sense of adventure. The city is
no longer just a stranger, she is now a mystery.
The Citizen sees abandoned buildings and
feels adventurous. Let’s go exploring. Let’s get
closer. She imagines the buildings’ story, imagines the people who used to be in the buildings.
She looks at the debris from nature’s ravage and
the rubbish from people’s past. It is as if the
city has secrets and she is stumbling into one.
The Citizen is excited. The city is big.

Trace Itch: The Old City
The Architect walks on. All of a sudden,
he feels calmer. His pace is still slow, but he is
less tense. He looks around him and tries to
justify his calmness by pointing at the buildings.
Perhaps it is those colourful fins that is making
him feel better here.

The Architect finds old shops filled with
customers but his mind reaches for new designs
for this place. He sees derelict buildings but
ignores the people who are more vibrant and
at ease in this part of the city. When he finally
notices the people around him, he sees that
they are calm and happy and so was he.
The Architect’s profession is about seeing the future but this part of the city seemed
immune to changes. Here he notices people
slowing down and sitting around. Here he slows
down too. The Architect recalls his past, before
he was an architect and when he was a Citizen.

The Citizen feels at ease as she walks on.
Her pace is slower and she smiles as she looks
around. She recalls her childhood in the city.
There was a big tree that reminds her of her
old neighbourhood. The river reminds her of
flash floods when she used to walk to school.

A familiar street reminds her of her friends and
the times they spent together.
The Citizen feels safe as she smiles at a
child walking with her mother. She sits at a
bench and notices others sitting at the benches
like her or at the open-fronted restaurants and
shops nearby. They are people-watching like her.
The Citizen knows this is the place in the
city where she belongs. Here she can remember
her past. Here her memories still have meaning
and the city moves at a comfortable pace with
her.

Epilogue: To Whom It May Concern
There is an architect; he is every architect. There is a citizen; she is one of many. There is a
city; it is every city and there is no city like it.
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Ajim Juxta X Syahbandi Samat

Tanah Pecah
2018
Stoneclay
Variable
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Penghuni Distopia: Anak
2018
Acrylic on canvas
152.5cm x 152.5cm
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Penghuni Distopia: Hadap I
2018
Mixed media on canvas
193cm x 76.5cm
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Penghuni Distopia: Hadap II
2018
Mixed media on canvas
193cm x 76.5cm

Penghuni Distopia: Hadap III
2018
Mixed media on canvas
193cm x 76.5cm

Penghuni Distopia: Rakus
2018
Mixed media on canvas
76.5cm x 193cm
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I first met Ajim at Arts for Grabs, Central Market in 2012. He had
a booth selling his artwork; drawings and paintings of grotesque creatures, tight, tangled and impenetrable, created through ink and paint on
paper and on stone. These visuals brought to the fore, backgrounded
by bright pop colours. On hindsight, perhaps a masking of his creatures
already in existence.
Fast forward, 2017. We had been working together now on and
off for 5 years. Collaborators akin to ping pong players; a continuous
acceptance and return of thoughts and ideas, whilst keeping subtle
tensions to maintain our autonomies of self. A relationship held together
by the interest of doing, learning, moving, progressing with and within
the visual arts realm.
We were both sitting at Titikmerah, Art Row Publika. Ajim having
returned from his 3 month residency in UK. He was as usual drawing in a
common black notebook, seemingly nonchalant strokes of the pen, building blocks of a tower of several towers. He wrote the words ‘tugu/ugut’,
and started to talk about how we; people, and society, are enclosed,
entrapped even, in the principles and ethics of capitalism and materiality. The tangibles of money, materials, buildings, and the intangibles
of acceptance, recognition and egos, which guide our daily choices and
the acceptance of those around us. ‘We are trapped by where we have
come to. Following perceived monuments that continue to threaten us’.
With Tugu|Ugut, we had decided to embark on an exhibition supported by organisations, in collaboration with artists across practises, in
a venue contrasting to the familiarity of white walls. Decisions in which
I did not fully comprehend the potential and flow of progressing ideas,
simultaneously having to balance within parameters of pragmatism and
resources, and the motivations of engagement for everyone involved.
Personally, a process and an experience in which until this point I continue to question and reflect on the choices made, and where these
choices lead to.
If you don't tell the truth out there you're fucked. All you got is you
and what you have to say to people and they are listening right now and
they are not going to be listening forever.
Jackson Maine to Ally, A Star is Born

Sharmin Parameswaran
Collaborator/Curator/Ping-Pong Kaki
2018
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Khazanah Residency Programme
Ajim was one of two Malaysian artists who were part of the inaugural

Khazanah Nasional Associate Artist Residency Programme (KAAR) at
Acme Studios, London, in 2017. A programme under the Khazanah

Residency Programme, the KAAR is an initiative by Khazanah Nasional
Berhad aimed at developing and nurturing emerging Malaysian artists,
and to prepare them for the next level of their professional career.
Throughout the 3-month residency, the artists were mentored on projects

of their choice, in addition to being exposed to the international arts
scene via various networking sessions, studio visits and exhibitions.

Cendana Emerging Artist Incubation Funding Programme
The Emerging Artist Incubation Funding Programme supports the

creation, adaptation or re-development of distinctive artistic content

for performing arts, visual arts and independent music that engages
audience in Malaysia and abroad.
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Collaborators
Afi Noor’s poems have graced Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, and London. Her poems are featured in
her first collection, Ten Poems (2013), Kisah Journal by
PUSAKA, Asian Centre Anthology of Malaysian Poetry
in English and Rambutan Literary. In 2016, she was
part of King's College London's King's Players and

performed the spoken word/physical theatre show
called The Surge at Edinburgh Festival Fringe. She is
currently part of Speakcityasia as the organiser of the
monthly poetry workshop series, Spill the Ink Poetry
Lab.
www.instagram.com/afinoor
Nomoonnofrens, or in Mandarin, 无月无朋, where the
character ‘friend’ carries two ‘moons’, hence if there
is no moon, there is no friend. Made up of Agnes Lau,
Ong Cai Bin and Mei Kei Ho, Nomoonnofrens finds
beauty in creating artworks with both conventional
and unconventional printmaking techniques. They
are currently based in Studio SamaSama, Taman Sri
Rampai.
www.instagram.com/nomoonnofrens
Raja Serra is an illustrator / graphic designer with
a BA(Hons) in Graphic Communication Designs from
Taylor's Lakeside University. She founded Greydea
with Ajim Juxta in 2018 catering for creative products
related to art.
www.instagram.com/rs.rh
Shamin Sahrum founded No-To-Scale as a
think-tank studio designing possible futures, and is
currently based in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia. No-toscale Studio’s proposals come in a variety of medium
such as collages, 1:1 mock-ups and writings. These
proposals are designed to circulate ideas, thus utilizing
channels such as exhibitions, publications, the press
and the internet. No-To-Scale works and writings may
be viewed at notoscale.com.
www.instagram.com/notoscale
Sliz is a self-taught artist and creator, and can
be found scavenging around to steal materials and
ideas mostly from around Klang Valley and Penang.
Known as a graffiti artist, he is interested in blurring the
boundaries between street and white-box art, seeing
both as extensions of his personal self and narrative.
www.instagram.com/thesliz
Syahbandi Samat who gained wide attention since
winning the 2011 cycle of the Malaysian Emerging
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Artist Award (MEAA), is a fiercely independent artist
whose stubborn patience to fill large canvases with
the humble ball-point pen has led to deeply personal
images emerging through his artworks. From his
humble background of drawing artworks out of a
car wash, Bandi’s art works are grounded in the raw
realities of our everyday insecurities, doubts and selfquestioning.
www.instagram.com/syahbandisamat
Titikmerah was founded in June 2014 by
Adeputra Masri, Latif Maulan and Ajim Juxta. Located
in a small unassuming lot at Art Row, Publika, Kuala
Lumpur Titikmerah was an artist-initiated space to
produce, exhibit, and sell visual art works. The space
fast became a friendly beacon for other artists to
gather and meet. To talk, observe, exchange, critique,
complain, produce, organise, talk shit, make art and
make music. Artists involved in Titikmerah organised
their own exhibitions and activities, which most
often included a wider network of artists and other
collectives. Current members of Titikmerah include
Adeputra Masri, Latif Maulan, Aleff Ahmad, Tomi Heri,
Syahbandi Samat, Caryn Koh, Ony Jamsari, Elena
Kravchenko, Adam Jay and Ho Mei Kei.
www.instagram.com/titikmerahgallery
Xeem Noor is a writer, ethnographer, researcher,
artist, designer and arts manager from Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. She is currently working as Arts Manager
at Rimbun Dahan while writing a trans-disciplinary
thesis that covers areas of Anthropology, Architecture,
Pedagogy and Visual Culture. Prior to this, she worked
as a lecturer and tutor in some architecture schools in
Malaysia and as a writer for several architecture and
design magazines. Xeem is interested in research on
architectural pedagogy, phenomenology, visual culture,
visual/ sensorial ethnography, ethnographic fiction,
urban studies, and spaces and places. As an artist, she
tries to incorporate ideas of intersubjectivity, lifeworlds
and structures in her work which consists of patterns,
natural elements, abstract and geometric.
www.instagram.com/xeemnoor

Designer
NOWORNEVER.MY | www.nowornever.my
Gallery
Artemis Art | www.artemisartgallery.com
Venue
Persatuan Arkitek Malaysia (PAM) | www.pam.org.my

Profile

2016-2018 Group Exhibitions

Ajim Juxta aka Raja Azeem Idzham
Born: 1983 in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Bachelor of Science in Architecture,
MARA University of Technology, Shah Alam, Malaysia

(selected)
2018

Art Taichung 2018
Millennium Hotel, Taichung, Taiwan (with Artemis Art)

Ajim, a multi-talented visual artist who found his calling

in the arts despite receiving his academic training in
architecture. His repertoire of works spans several
mediums, including pen and ink, found-objects,
sculptures, and paintings on canvas. As an artist,
embraces opportunities to continuously learn and
progress his artistic-self; exploring and experimenting
with new mediums, collaborating with other artists,
as well as a constant curious questioning of his
environmental and humanistic observations.

In Defence of Poetry
Urban Culture, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
Homecoming
Artemis Art, Publika, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
The Young Contempo Showcase II
Galeri Prima, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
2017

Young Guns 2016, HOM Art Trans

2016

Best Album Cover, 22nd Anugerah Industri
Musik (AIM) (for Sekumpulan Orang Gila’s
“Bahtera”)

Journey: Inaugural Group Exhibition by
Sembilan Art Residency Program
Creative Space 2, Artiseri @ Seri Pacific Hotel,
Kuala Lumpur
Collective: Individuals KL
Urbancsape House, Kuala Lumpur
Young Art Taipei 2017
Sheraton Grande Taipei, Taiwan (with Artemis Art)

Young Art Award (Top 3 Winners), Young
Art Taipei 2016
2013

Finalist, Malaysian Emerging Artist Award
(MEAA) 2013

2011

Finalist, Malaysian Emerging Artist Award
(MEAA) 2011

2006

2018

arkologi: gelap
Artemis Art, Publika,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ragamasa
Galeri Titikmerah, Art Row, Publika,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

2016

2014
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Collective: Individuals
Hin Bus Depot, George Town, Penang, Malaysia
Reconstruction
2-man show with Helí Garcia
Haohaus, Taipei, Taiwan
Simula
B Artistic Gallery, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
Young Guns 2016
Award Show at three locations: MAP@Publika
(Kuala Lumpur), MAP@Medini (Johor), and
ChinaHouse (Penang), Malaysia

Honorary Mention, Architectural Workshop
Drawing Competition

Solo Exhibitions

UNKNOWN +
Minut Init Gallery, Damansara Utama,
Petaling Jaya
MATIKATAK-Ajim Juxta
Galeri Titikmerah, Publika, Kuala Lumpur

The Unreal Deal: Six Decades of
Malaysian Abstract Art
Bank Negara Malaysia Museum and Art
Gallery, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
The White Mask Visual Art Exhibition
White Box, MAP@Publika, Kuala Lumpur

Awards
2017

Art Expo Malaysia 2019
MATRADE Exhibition & Convention Centre,
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia (with Artemis Art)

Locals Only
Taksu Gallery, Kuala Lumpur
2016

Ningbo International City Arts Expo
Mochi Boutique Hotel, Ningbo, China (with Artemis Art)
Citizen Art Shanghai (AArt)
Twelve At Hengshan, Shanghai, China (with Artemis Art)
UN_
Port Commune, Petaling Jaya, Malaysia
Bazaar Art Jakarta 2016
Ritz-Carlton Jakarta Pacific Place, Jakarta
(with Artemis Art)
In Our Own Way II
Balai Seni Visual Negara, Kuala Lumpur
Young Art Taipei 2016
Sheraton Grande Taipei, Taiwan (with Artemis Art)
Lain Dari Yang Lain
Galeri Shah Alam, Shah Alam

Monomania: Ugut
2018
Acrylic on canvas
183cm x 152.5cm

Monomania: Jerat
2018
Acrylic on canvas
76cm x 61cm
Monomania: Mabuk I
2018
Acrylic on canvas
76cm x 61cm
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Ajim Juxta X Sliz

Batu Nisan
2018
Mix media on concrete slabs
Variable
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